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Abstract. In this article, we address the problem of constructing the simultaneous tolerance 
intervals for linear regression. The suggested method is based on inverting the exact 
likelihood ratio test (LRT) for testing the simple null hypothesis on all parameters of the 
linear regression model with normally distributed errors, as proposed in Chvosteková and 
Witkovský (2009).  
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1. Introduction 

The simultaneous tolerance intervals are important for many measurement procedures. The 
most common application for simultaneous tolerance intervals is the multiple-use calibration 
problem; see e.g. Scheffé (1973), Mee et al. (1991), and De Gryze et al. (2007). The tolerance 
intervals has been recognized and considered in various settings by many authors, see e.g. 
Wilks (1942), Wallis (1951), Wilson (1967), Lieberman and Miller (1963), Lieberman et al. 
(1967), Limam and Thomas (1988), Mee et al. (1991), and Krishnamoorthy and Mathew 
(2009). These simultaneous tolerance intervals are constructed such that with given 
confidence level 1¡  at least a specified proportion 1¡  of the population is contained in 
the tolerance interval for all possible values of the predictor variates. All known simultaneous 
tolerance intervals in regression are conservative in that the actual confidence level exceeds 
the nominal level 1 .  

® °

¡®

Here we suggest a new method for constructing the simultaneous tolerance intervals for linear 
regression, based on inverting the exact likelihood ratio test (LRT) for testing the simple null 
hypothesis on all parameters of the linear regression model with normally distributed errors. 

2. The New Simultaneous Tolerance Intervals for Liner Regression 

Consider the linear regression model Y  with normally distributed errors, where 
 represents the n-dimensional random vector of response variables, X is the n£  matrix 

of non-stochastic explanatory variables (for simplicity, here we assume that X is a full-ranked 
matrix), ¯ is a k-dimensional vector of regression parameters, Z  is n-dimensional vector of 
standard normal errors, i.e. Z , and ¾ is the error’s standard deviation, ¾ > . 

= X¯ + ¾Z
Y k

» N(0; In) 0

Chvosteková and Witkovský (2009) suggested the likelihood ratio test for testing the simple 
null hypothesis H  against the alternative H  on all 
parameters of the linear regression model with normally distributed errors. The LRT rejects 
the null hypothesis for large values of ¸ , the observed value of the test statistic  

0 : (¯; ¾) = (¯0; ¾0) 1 : (¯; ¾) 6= (¯0; ¾0)

(y)

  (1) ¸(Y ) = (Y ¡X¯0)
0(T ¡X¯0)=¾2

0 ¡ n log(¾̂2
ML=¾2

0)¡ n;

where ¾̂  and . 2
ML = (Y ¡X ^̄)0(Y ¡X ^̄)=n ^̄ = (X 0X)¡1X 0Y
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the simultaneous tolerance intervals. The circles represent the observed data. The outer 

dashed lines represent the simultaneous tolerance interval covering at least the (1¡ -content about 
the true regression function x  with probability at least (1¡ , simultaneously for all vectors 

 of explanatory variables. The dark solid line represents the true regression function 
, together with the (1 -content region (shaded area) of all possible future observations. The 

light solid line represents the fitted regression function x  together with the simultanoues (1 -
confidence region (light dashed lines) for the true regression line. 

°)
0¯ ®)

x = (x1; : : : ; xk)
0

x0¯ ¡ °)
0 ^̄ ¡ ®)

So, for the given significance level ®  the test rejects the null hypothesis if 2 (0; 1)

  (2) ¸(y) > ¸1¡®;

where ¸  is the (1 -quantile of the distribution of the random variable ¸ , where  1¡® ¡ ®) (Y )

  (3) ¸(Y ) » Qk + Qn¡k ¡ n log (Qn¡k) + n (log(n)¡ 1) ;

and  and Q ¡k are two independent random variables with chi-square 
distributions, with k and n¡  degrees of freedom, respectively. The critical values of the test 
could be easily estimated by Monte Carlo simulations, and/or computed exactly by numerical 
integration. For more details see Chvosteková and Witkovský (2009), where the critical 
values of the LRT test, at the significance level ® , are given for normal linear 
regression models with k  explanatory variables and n  
observations. 

Qk » Â2
k n¡k » Â2

n

k

= 0:05
= 1; : : : ; 10 = k + 1; : : : ; 100

The exact LR test for testing the simple null hypothesis H  could be 
directly used to construct the exact confidence region for the parameters of the linear 
regression model. In particular, the exact (1 -confidence region for the parameters ¯ and 

 is given as 

0 : (¯; ¾) = (¯0; ¾0)

¡ ®)

¾

 C1¡®(Y ) = f(¯; ¾) : ¸(Y ) · ¸1¡®g : (4) 
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Based on that, we define the (1¡ -simultaneous tolerance interval covering at least the 
-content about the true mean x , for any vector x  of explanatory 

variables, as 

®)

(1¡ °) 0¯ = (x1; : : : ; xk)
0

  (5) T 1¡°
1¡® (xjY ) =

h
inf

(¯;¾)2C1¡®(Y )

©
x0¯ + u°1¾

ª
; sup
(¯;¾)2C1¡®(Y )

©
x0¯ + u1¡°2¾

ª i
;

where u  and u  are pre-specified quantiles of the standard normal distribition such that 
, with ° 2 . As a special case we get the one-sided tolerance intervals, if 

 or °2 . However, typically the symmetric tolerance intervals about the estimated 
regression function are used most frequently, with ° .  

°1 1¡°2

° = °1 + °2 (0; 1)

°1 = ° = °

1 = °2 = °=2

Notice, that directly from the construction of the tolerance intervals T 1¡°
1¡® (xjY ) we get the 

following probability statement 
  (6) Pr

³
Pr

³
x0¯ + ¾Z 2 T 1¡°

1¡® (xjY )
´
¸ 1¡ °; for all x and Z » N (0; 1); Z ? Y

´
¸ 1¡ ®;

where  is a standard normal random variable stochastically independent of the 
random vector Y . 

Z » N(0; 1)

3. Monte Carlo Method for Approximate Derivation of the Tolerance Bounds 

Derivation of the tolerance bounds given by Eq. (4) requires numerical optimization for given 
, ® and °  (in particular, °  and/or °  such that ° ,), and the observed value y  of Y . 

As an alternative, we suggest a simple algorithm for computing the approximate values of the 
simultaneous tolerance bounds, based on the Monte Carlo simulations method. The algorithm 
is based on generating the random sample of size N  from the Fisher’s fiducial distribution of 
the regression parameters ¯  and ¾, given by 

x 1 2 = °1 + °2

 
~¾2 =

(y ¡X ^̄)0(y ¡X ^̄)

Q?
n¡k

=
(n¡ k)S2

Q?
n¡k

=
n¾̂2

ML

Q?
n¡k

;

~̄ = ^̄¡ ~¾(X 0X)¡1X 0Z?;

 (7) 

with ¡k » n¡k and ZQ?
n Â2 ? » N (0; I), the stochastically independent random variables. For 

more details on applications of the fiducial inference see e.g. Fisher (1935), Hannig et al. 
(2006), and Hannig (2009). 
For given observed data y , and the observed fiducial vector of parameters (  the value of 
the LR test statistic ¸  is evaluated 

~̄; ~¾)

(yj( ~̄; ~¾))

 

¸(yj( ~̄; ~¾)) =
(y ¡X ~̄)0(y ¡X ~̄)

~¾2
¡ n log

μ
¾̂2

ML

~¾2

¶
¡ n

=
(y ¡X ^̄ + ~¾X(X 0X)¡1X 0Z)0(y ¡X ^̄ + ~¾X(X 0X)¡1X 0Z)

~¾2
¡ n log

μ
¾̂2

ML

~¾2

¶
¡ n

=
(y ¡X ^̄)0(y ¡X ^̄)

~¾2
+

~¾2Z 0X(X 0X)¡1X 0Z

~¾2
¡ n log

μ
¾̂2

ML

~¾2

¶
¡ n

= q?
n¡k + q?

k ¡ n log
¡
q?
n¡k

¢
+ n(log(n)¡ 1);

(8) 

where q  is the observed value of Q  and q ¡k is the observed value of Q ¡k, 
the two independent random variables with chi-square distributions, with k and n  degrees 
of freedom, respectively. Notice, that the fiducial confidence region 

?
k

?
k » Â2

k
?
n

?
n¡k » Â2

n

¡ k

  (9) ~C1¡®(y) =
n

( ~̄; ~¾) : ¸(yj( ~̄; ~¾)) · ¸1¡®

o
;

where ¸ ¡  is the 1 ® (1¡ ®)-quantile of the distribution of the random variable ¸(Y ), given by 
Eq. (3), is equal to the (1 -confidence region C¡ ®) 1¡®(y), defined in (4). Finally, for any 
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vector x , chosen ® and °  (in particular, °  and/or °  such that ° ), 
the 

= (x1; : : : ; xk)
0

1 2 = °1 + °2

(1¡ °)-content (1¡ ®)-simultaneous tolerance interval for x  could be 
approximately evaluated as  

0¯ + ¾Z

 : (10) T 1¡°
1¡® (xjy) =

h
min

( ~̄;~¾)2 ~C1 y)

n
x + u°1~¾

o
; max
( ~̄;~¾)2 ~C1¡®(y)

n
x0 ~̄ + u1¡°2~¾

oi
0 ~̄

¡®(

The MATLAB algorithm for computing the approximate values of the simultaneous tolerance 
bounds, based on the Monte Carlo simulations method, is available upon request from the 
authors. 
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